
  

Selphyl System is designed for the safe and rapid preparation of Plate-rich Fibrin Matrix (PRFM) from 
a small sample of your blood. Many PRPsystems (platelet rich plasma) require operator skill, have 
varying results and have extensive contamination with red blood cells and white blood 
cells. Selphyl removes virtually all contaminating cells and is independent of operator 
technique. PRP is converted to PRFM through a controlled process, creating a scaffold that serves to 
protect and preserve platelets. Platelets contain crucial growth elements that have been shown to 
stimulate tissue generation and repair. When the blood is purified to its highest levels using 
the Selphyl PRFM process, the platelets become highly concentrated, providing the greatest healing 
benefits possible. While you many have heard of the rejuvenating effects plate-rich plasma (PRP) has 
with Vampire Facelift and other applications, PRFM takes things even further. Because of the higher 
concentrations of platelets, PRFM is more effective. PRP is usually only productive for about a day, 
whereas PRFM works to encourage healing for up to a week. This sustained production of new cells 
and renewed blood flow deliverers unmatched results that give you natural results you've been 
looking for.  

 

Cost:  

• $300 Add on to your Vivace treatment 

 

 

 

 

  
HOW MANY TREATMENTS ARE NEEDED? 
The number of treatments needed depends on each individual patient, the desired outcome, and your 
treatment plan. 
  
 

SELPHYL PRP 

Platelet-Rich Fibrin Matrix (PRFM) 

 

TAKE A MORE NATURAL AND NON-INVASIVE APPROACH TO A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE BY TAPPING 
INTO YOUR BODY’S OWN ABILITY TO HEAL 



IS THE TREATMENT PAINFUL? 
Unlike other products that are acidic (low pH), Selphyl® PRFM has close to physiologic pH. There 
may be some temporary discomfort during the injections. Like all injection procedures, one can 
experience occasional redness and bruising immediately following the treatment that resolves quickly. 
  
 
ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS? 
There have been no known side effects associated with Selphyl® reported to date. As with any 
injectable procedure, some patients may experience some mild and temporary irritation, swelling, 
bruising, itching, discoloration or tenderness at the injection site. 
  
 
CAN ANYONE BE ALLERGIC TO SELPHYL®? 
There is virtually no risk of allergic reaction. The Selphyl® PRFM System is used to rapidly collect 
and isolate a patient’s own PRFM for injection and contains no animal or synthetic products. 
 
Via Selphyl.com 
 
 
 

 
 

 


